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At present the world witnesses a new stage of computerization of different activities, which is caused by multimedia technologies development.  Graphics, animation, photo, video, sound and text in an interactive work mode created a medium in which a user gets qualitatively new possibilities.

A multimedia project “Kazan 1005-2005” has been implemented by the firm “Orbital-Design” together with the “Insight-Media” Company by the order of the City Targeted Fund “Millennium of Kazan” within the programme of preparing to celebration of this event in 2005. The project is the first disc from the series of multimedia discs to be prepared on the eve of the jubilee of the Tatarstan capital. 
The main idea of the project is and effort to create a certain information resource, which reconstructs a complete picture of life of the city and reveals economic, scientific and cultural potential of Kazan. While making the disc special attention was given to the city history and preparations to celebrating millennium of foundation of Kazan.

 The disc will give its users a possibility to enjoy the beauty of ancient and wonderful Kazan, where history of the East and the West are closely interwoven, where people of different nationalities and religions have lived side by side for centuries. You will be also able to learn unique and original architecture of the city combining Oriental and Western traditions. Browsing through pages of this interactive book you can enjoy both modern views of the city and views of Kazan in the old pictures and photographs, pictures by Kazan artists etc. 

Modern multimedia technologies make it possible to look at architectural monuments of 1000-year old Kazan through the prism of history, to make unforgettable video excursions through the modern city and territory of the Kazan Kremlin, and see how Kazan revives and strives for the future carefully maintaining its history, traditions and habits.

Multimedia disc “Kazan 1005-2005” represents:
 
-	 Variety of topics and modern content;
-	a number of illustrated interactive articles dedicated to different spheres of life of the city;
-	Professional artistic and musical design;
-	High quality video (AVI and MPEG4 formats);
-	High quality coloured illustrations (JPG); 
-	Sound (music, narrations both in Russian and English, classical pieces by Tatar composers, formats WAV, MP3);
-	Flash–movies (Kazan ancient and modern, A glimpse of the city architectural monuments through centuries); 
-	Full support of hypertexts;
-	Internet compatibility (possibility to place direct links with the world-web resources and to get new information);
-	System of quick search of information wanted;
-	Convenient programme shell with intuitively understandable interface;
-	Support of the widespread operational system Miscroft Windows (98, 2000).

All articles of the disc are written by experts in the corresponding areas. Media-materials (photos, video clips, musical accompaniment) were made by the creative group or published on the copyright owners accord.



The disc contains 250 text pages; 900 high quality coloured illustrations; 15 video clips; 
25 musical pieces.
The project is accomplished in two languages – Russian and English.

Peculiarities of the user’s interface

The entire programme interface is made in the same style with the use of national Tatar ornaments. The arms of Kazan – a legendary dragon Zilant is in the upper left corner of the screen We think that the designer managed to hit the set up goal when developing the interface, as it has a good balance of classical traditions and modern functionality. Classical pieces by outstanding Tatar composers increase the impression when browsing through the disc, as their music accompanies you during the whole period of working with it.

The multimedia disc about Kazan represents a structured database containing big amount of information about Kazan and Republic of Tatarstan. It comprises texts, photos, video clips and musical pieces by Tatar composers. The disc can be compared to an illustrated album or a bug with many pages, where any user will easily find information, which is interesting for him, due to intuitively clear interface, logic structure of information search using contents of sections and help. 

The following system requirements are necessary for the disc viewing (we are giving minimum hardware and software requirements):

Ø	Pentium II-300 or better, 32 Mb RAM, 
Ø	Video card supporting 800x600 screen resolution and TrueColor palette mode,
Ø	8x-speed CD-ROM drive, 
Ø	Sound Card, Mouse, 
Ø	64Mb hard drive free space for installation
Ø	Microsoft Windows 98/NT.

Thus, system requirements are not high, which allows the CD to be viewed practically on any PC.

The following elements are always on the screen:

Common window control buttons:
You can close the window while viewing the disc or exit the programme in the usual way of working with Windows by pressing the widow close button (X). 

Main menu return button:
You can access the main program menu at any time by pressing this button.
.
«Back» button:
As this disc has multiple links and intersections, this button will allow you to return to the previous pages you have been browsing. 

Search button (Contents):   
To make the work with the program easier, there is a search function in it, (Contents), where all of the topics are located. After selecting a topic, you may begin viewing it.
 
Help button:
The program shell is so designed, that even an inexperienced user shall have no difficulties with it. However, if you encounter some problems, you can always use Help, which contains all the interface elements descriptions (with illustrations), and Frequently Asked Questions solutions.

Settings button:
   In the settings menu you can change various program modes, fro example: turn the background music and animation effect on or off, select the video playback mode and so on.

The Main Menu

   You always begin working with the disc from the Main Menu, which contains all the down listed elements, which represent the corresponding images with text signs. Each topic in its turn contains thematic sub-topics, which allows you quickly to find your way in information you are browsing through.

1.	«Welcome to Kazan» 
In this topic you can view the sound film – a modern city excursion, and also to get basic information about the republic and its capital, to get acquainted with a thousand-year history of Kazan, with legends of its beginning and to learn what preparations to its anniversary celebration are under way.

2.	«Life of the city»
	This section represents information about various spheres of life of the city given in the following sub-sections: 

·	Architecture 
       You get the possibility to get acquainted with the sightseeing places and historical monuments of the city. This section gives rather complete information about the Kazan Kremlin – a symbol of the city and its business card. The video clip with narration about the Kremlin will enable you to have an unforgettable walk around this ancient fortress, to feel its special flavour and enjoy Kremlin architectural monuments by “looking through the pages” of a colouful photo album.   
·	Museums
Special attention was given to this part of the disc as its makers tried to present these sphere of the city life as complete as possible, to show activities of museums, valuable exhibits. Those who would like more information about any of the museums can visit the city museums’ sites.
·	Music
This section helps to understand musical life of the city; gets acquainted with musical educational and culture organizations. Classical musical pieces by Tatar composers give the disc an unforgettable flavour. 
·	Literature
Literature page of the disc will let you learn the origins of Tatar literature and to look into a treasury of the National library of Tatarstan and read compositions on the topic “Like a legend arouses Kazan” written by Kazan schoolchildren.
Fine Arts 
	Fine arts is represented by works of young gifted artists living and working in Kazan as well as works by well-known artists.
·	Theatres
A theatre page presents information about leading theatres of the city and their repertoire. Video clips with episodes from plays will help you to become closer to Tatar original culture.
·	Economics and Industry 
	This section present the situation with economics and industry of the modern city, as well as shows the international economic affairs of its enterprises and organizations.  The video clip in this section will let you get complete information about major city enterprises and their products. 
·	Sports
The sports page of the disc has information about big sports achievements, spots facilities and development of sports in the city and the republic.
·	Education and science
	This section presents big scientific centers, higher educational institutions and rich scientific potential of the city.
·	Tourist Information
	This section contains rather complete information for guests and citizens of Kazan about tourist agencies, hotels, restaurants, theatres, exhibitions, leisure places etc. This section also pays much attention to cultural life of our city and its sightseeing. Thus, video clips given here get you acquainted with the national holiday “Sabantuy”, Kazan Zoo with its unique plants and animals.   
·	Mass Media
	The section informs about work of major mass media, both state and private TV and Radio companies of the city, gets you acquainted with major city publications.

3.	«Media-Gallery» 
	The section comprises modern city views, old engravings and photos, works by Kazan artists as well as musical pieces and a Flash-reel with views of the city. It contains: 
-	photo album with the city views (135 coloured illustrations);
-	old engravings, post cards and photos (70 illustrations);
-    reproductions of paintings by famous Kazan artists (90 reproductions).   
      Having chosen a section, you can page through illustrations with the help of the buttons on the screen. Each illustration has a notice.
       The Flash- reel “Kazan old and modern” enables to look at the city architectural monuments through the prism of centuries.

4.	«Kazan in Internet» 
The section gives main web sites dedicated to Kazan and Tatarstan. 

7.	«About the disc»  
Information about the disc, its makers, authors of its articles.






How to work with the “interactive book” and view media- materials

  	Most part of information in the disc is given as articles of an “interactive book”, working with which somehow resembles working in the web, but in a more natural way, which is closer to reading a usual book. Most part of time you will be in this mode listing through the pages, reading texts, looking through illustrations and other media - material. Such way of presenting information is used in multi-media products of the Dorling Kindersley firm, which have got much positive critique and very popular all over the world. Let us consider the possibilities available for the disc user in detail.

Complete hypertext support
In the articles of the “Interactive book’ you will see many references to relevant information (which are in green and underlined in the text. For example “The capital of Tatarstan is situated…..”. When you point on the underlined word, the cursor changes its shape. This means that by clicking the mouse you can get into another disc section, in this case to the “Republic Tatarstan” section, where you can get more detailed information about the republic. Pressing “Back” button you can any time return and continue reading the text or move to any section, which interests you, by using other hypertext reference notes and the navigation system. 

Integration into Internat
  We are living in dynamically changing information space, so it is natural that not all information presented on the disc will still be modern with the time. To solve this problem there are a number of Web sites and Web pages references on the disc, where you can any time find accurate and true data on the subject that interests you. 
Hypertext Internet references are in green and underlined (for example: www.tatar.ru ).  If you click on such a reference, you start the set Web-browser (for example, Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator). If you have an Internet access, the relevant page will load automatically.

Looking through illustrations
   On the book pages you will find a number of illustrations (the total number is more than 900). If you click on the image you can zoom in the illustration.
Viewing video clips
   If the cursor gets the shape of a camera when pointing to an illustration, then you have a reference on a video episode (usually there is the first close-up of the clip). By clicking you start “play” mode (live picture mode). When in the settings you set the mode “Video in a new window”, a new window showing the clip will open. You can use the following functions in this mode:
-	rewind to the beginning or up to any moment;
-	pause;
-	full screen viewing of the video.

Listening to audio pieces

   Working with audio is similar to working with the video: clicking to the piece you want, you open a new window with a “pause/play” button and a wind slider. Usually the musical piece is accompanied by an illustration and a text: for example when listening to the anthem of Tatarstan you will also see the state symbols: the flag and the arms. In the setting mode you can choose background music (9 pieces, which can be chosen as a background music playing while you are looking through the disc).

Flash-reel will let you look at one and the same object or architectural monument (from the same point of view, but several centuries later) and to see how the city changes carefully preserving its history. 

Summary

It is not always possible to predict how multi media technologies will develop in the future, but the makers tried to follow the world and domestic tendencies and to implement all innovations in this sphere. Of course there were additions and positive changes showing the life of the city in its variety introduced into the project at its every stage.
We proceeded from the fact that multi- media discs in no case should replace books, but rather supplement them. When doing this, serious attention must be paid to the content of the disc.. That was why working over the project we always remembered that the higher the artistic level of the source, the more difficult to make a multi-media product.
The use of multi-media possibilities is not always justified, and often product makers forget about the content. Big drawback of most Russian CDs is that they are nameless. The same applies to numerous books published in Russia. There are many new reference books and encyclopedias, representing compilation of material on this or that subject, and it is not always clear who made it and what sources he used..
The problem of correctness of information is probably the key problem of domestic multi-media programmes. We used multimedia products by Dorling Kindersley, which are well considered and excellently made. First of all it is a product of very high aesthetic level both concerning images, texts and user’s interface, that is the whole programme content.  One does not need much money to make a disc of the Dorling Kindersley level; you only need professional, gifted and creative makers  - authors, artists and designers who love their work.
It is necessary to use the skills of a professional editing group, which will work at the material, choose articles and information sources.
I am sure that multi media projects should be made by people with humanitarian, cinematographic and book culture, who have traditions of visual presentation of the material and who are specialists in this sphere. Let me say a few words about technical part of the disc. Many people use ready made means of making multi-media discs, which are rather numerous. It is much quicker and simpler. We preferred to develop our own programme shell, as we understood that the most valuable content is not fully compatible with standard methods, it has more requirements and makes you think and search new solutions. This approach appeared to be justified. 
I think that if you fill the word “multi-media” with some noble meaning, that this meaning is not in the sum, but unity of different ways of presenting material. Text, picture, sound, video, animation, user’s interface, logic of work of the programme as well as scenario, screen structure, usage of novel technological solutions and data formats must be interrelated, thought over and implemented as a whole. Then it is possible to speak about multi-media with respect as about a phenomenon of culture, as about art.

We hope that this multi-media CD – the first large-scale project of this kind – will be popular both with citizens of the city and the republic beyond Tatarstan and Russia.

